
**eFigure 1.** Percentage of Negative Margins and Positive Margins by IOC vs Gross Distance From the Tumor at the Proximal Margin

**eFigure 2.** Percentage of Negative Margins and Positive Margins by IOC vs Gross Distance From the Tumor at the Distal Margin

This supplementary material has been provided by the authors to give readers additional information about their work.
**eFigure 1.** Percentage of Negative Margins and Positive Margins by IOC vs Gross Distance From the Tumor at the Proximal Margin

TN= true-negative, FP = false-negative, TP= true-positive, FN= false-negative. The further away from the gross tumor, the less common a positive (TP or FN) margin.
**eFigure 2.** Percentage of Negative Margins and Positive Margins by IOC vs Gross Distance From the Tumor at the Distal Margin

TN= true-negative, FP = false-negative, TP= true-positive, FN= false-negative. The further away from the gross tumor, the less common a positive (TP or FN) margin.
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